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Abstract—Network structure construction and global state maintenance are expensive in large-scale dynamic peer-to-peer (P2P)

networks. With inherent topology independence and low state maintenance overhead, random walk is an excellent tool in such network

environments. However, the current uses are limited to unguided or heuristic random walks with no guarantee on their converged node

visitation probability distribution. Such a convergence guarantee is essential for strong analytical properties and high performance of

many P2P applications. In this paper, we investigate an approach for random walks to converge to application-desired node visitation

probability distributions while only requiring information about the direct neighbors of each peer. Our approach is guided by the

Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for Monte Carlo Markov Chain sampling. Our contributions are threefold. First, we analyze the

convergence time of the random walk node visitation probability distribution on common P2P network topologies. Second, we analyze

the fault tolerance of our random walks in dynamic networks with potential walker losses. Third, we present the effectiveness of

random walks in assisting three realistic network applications: random membership subset management, search, and load balancing.

Both search and load balancing desire random walks with biased node visitation distributions to achieve application-specific goals. Our

analysis, simulations, and Internet experiment demonstrate the advantage of our random walks compared with alternative topology-

independent index-free approaches.

Index Terms—Peer-to-peer networks, distributed systems, random walks.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

RANDOM walk is a way to sample network nodes—at each
step, a walker randomly chooses its next hop to visit

(among the direct neighbors of the current node) following
a certain probabilistic preference for each neighbor. Ran-
dom walk is particularly attractive in large-scale dynamic
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. In these networks, nodes can
join and leave dynamically without centralized control and
the network topology itself can also change over time.
Random walk requires little global knowledge or state
maintenance and it can function on almost all connected
network topologies. In these aspects, it is superior to
systems with sophisticated index states or rigid network
structures, for example, distributed hash tables (DHTs) [35],
[37], [43]. Compared with index-free node traversal
schemes like network flooding, random walk is inherently
scalable in that its network communication overhead does
not increase as the network size grows.

Many current uses of random walks [6], [12], [18], [19],

[26], [28] do not follow any topology-driven or application-

specific guidance—at each step, the walker chooses from

current outgoing links with an equal probability for each

link. Others make biased random walk decisions at each

step following some simple heuristics [10], [27], [29], [44]. In

either case, the random walks do not provide any guarantee
on their converged node visitation probability distributions.
Such a convergence guarantee is desirable or even essential
for many P2P applications utilizing random walks. For
instance, a random membership subset service desires
uniformly random node sampling for the maintenance of
representative membership subsets [15], [16], [22], [24], [25],
[38]. As another example, object search with certain bias (each
node is searched with a probability proportional to the square
root of its content popularity) is known to achieve low search
latency among index-free searches [11], [28].

In this paper, we investigate an approach to support
random walks that uniquely converge to application-
desired node visitation probability distributions. At each
step, the walker randomly chooses its next hop following a
certain probabilistic preference determined with the assis-
tance of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [21], [32]. In this
approach, the random walk movement at each step only
requires local information and information concerning the
direct neighbors.

Our contribution in this paper is threefold. First, we study
the convergence time of our random walks for achieving the
targeted node visitation probability distribution. This is
important since random walks can take a significant warm-
up time to converge to the desired node visitation distribu-
tion. We provide analytical bounds for the random walk
convergence time on several common P2P network topolo-
gies: k-dimensional tori, Chord topology [43], random
power-law topology, and random regular topology. In
addition to the analytical bounds, we also produce simulation
results under some typical network setups.

Our second contribution is an analysis of the fault
tolerance of random walk-based node sampling. Random
walk is inherently robust since it requires no global state
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maintenance. However, a walker may be lost due to node
failures or departures in a dynamic network. We propose
two methods to recover walker losses: One employs
periodic walker callbacks to detect walker losses and the
other enforces a bounded lifetime for each walker and
deterministically reincarnates a new walker at the lifetime
bound of the older walker. We analyze these two methods’
fault tolerance abilities under a given random walk
convergence time and node failure model. In particular,
for the second method, we derive an optimal walker
lifetime to maximize its fault tolerance.

Our third contribution concerns application studies.
Unstructured P2P applications often require a node sam-
pling service that can achieve guaranteed node visitation
distributions with high scalability and robustness. Specifi-
cally, some applications may desire a uniform node
visitation probability distribution, whereas others may
want nonuniform distributions to achieve application-
specific goals. We present the effectiveness of random
walks in assisting three realistic network applications:
random membership subset management, search, and load
balancing. Our results show that our convergence-guaran-
teed random walks can achieve the desired application
goals or high performance in a topology-independent
index-free fashion.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses existing studies on random walks in P2P net-
works. Section 3 provides the theoretical foundation for the
guaranteed unique convergence of a random walk node
visitation probability distribution. Sections 4 and 5 analyze
two important issues concerning our proposed random
walks—convergence time and fault tolerance—respectively.
Section 6 presents the effectiveness of our approach and
application-specific issues in the context of three application
studies. Section 7 describes a prototype implementation and
Internet experiment of our proposed convergence-guaran-
teed random walks. Section 8 concludes the paper with a
summary of our results.

2 RELATED WORK

Random walks have been used in many P2P applications,
including search [18], [19], [28], topology construction [18],
[26], [31], and peer sampling [6]. For example, Lv et al. find
that a random-walk-based search is preferable to a flood-
ing-based search in unstructured P2P networks [28].
Gkantsidis et al. report that random walks are particularly
better than flooding in two application scenarios: when
topologies are clustered and when multiple requests are
issued for the same query [18]. Their subsequent work
shows that hybrid search schemes which combine short
random walks with local flooding may lead to further
performance improvement over pure flooding or random
walks in clustered topologies [19]. Law and Siu propose a
low-overhead distributed algorithm for constructing well-
connected topologies, where a new peer is connected to
existing nodes chosen by running random walks for a
certain number of steps [26]. In addition, Bharambe et al.
use a random-walk-based peer sampling algorithm that
allows each node to estimate systemwide metrics (for
example, global load distribution) based on peer samples

[6]. However, random walks in these approaches do not

follow any topology-driven or application-specific guidance

—at each step, the walker chooses from current outgoing

links with equal probabilities. Such unguided random

walks always visit nodes with probabilities proportional

to their degrees and cannot support other application-

specific node sampling distributions.
There have been some attempts to exploit the applic-

ability of biased random walks in P2P systems [10], [12],

[27], [29], [44]. Typically, such work is motivated by Adamic

et al.’s discovery that the high-degree nodes (super-peers)

in power-law graphs may be utilized by random walks to

achieve search performance scaling sublinearly with the

network size [1]. Specifically, Gia uses random walks biased

toward high-capacity peers to enhance the search perfor-

mance of Gnutella [10]. Lv et al. also use capacity-biased

random walks to speed up the search process in Gnutella

[29]. Cooper improves the search performance of random

walks by always forwarding walkers to the neighbors with

the most documents [12]. This may increase the probability

of finding matches since the walkers tend to quickly cover a

large volume of data. Loguinov et al. suggest that

unbalanced zone partitioning in DHTs may be addressed

by using zone size biased random walks (split the largest

zone found upon peer joining and merge with the smallest

zone discovered upon peer departure) [27]. The adaptive

probabilistic search (APS) uses feedback from previous

searches (maintained in local index tables) to direct random

walkers [44]. In summary, the setup of these biased random

walks is guided by heuristics derived from network

topologies or application-level techniques. Although these

empirical methods may achieve better quantitative perfor-

mance than unguided random walks, there is little under-

standing of their analytical properties because they lack a

guarantee on converged node visitation distributions.
We are aware of a recent work by Stauffer and Barbosa

on probabilistic random flooding [42]. Both random walks

and random partial flooding can achieve probabilistic node

visitations. Like random walks, flooding is robust and

requires very limited index information. However, Stauffer

and Barbosa’s work on probabilistic random flooding [42]

only attempts to achieve uniform visitation. In comparison,

our guided random walks can converge to arbitrary

(potentially nonuniform) node visitation probabilities with

proved convergence. Further, we would like to point out

that the “node visitation probability” for our random walks

differs from that of typical flooding. Our random walks are

concerned with the steady-state node visitation probability

of each walk step. In probabilistic flooding [42], the node

visitation probability often refers to the chance of a node

eventually being visited in a flooding session. Such

semantic difference makes flooding most appropriate for

information dissemination, while our random walks can

support additional applications such as membership subset

management and continuous load statistics maintenance.
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3 FOUNDATION FOR GUARANTEED RANDOM WALK

CONVERGENCE

Let G ¼ ðV ;EÞ be an undirected connected graph. A random
walk on G starts at a node v0, which is either fixed or drawn
according to some initial distribution �0. If the random walk
is at node vt at time step t, then it moves to a neighbor vtþ1

of node vt at step tþ 1, chosen randomly with a certain
probability distribution. Let �t denote the distribution of
node vt so that �tðiÞ ¼ Probðvt ¼ iÞ for each i 2 V . Let
P ¼ ðPi;jÞ, i; j 2 V , denote the transition matrix of the
random walk—Pi;j is the probability that the random walk
moves from node i to node j in one step. Pi;j ¼ 0 if nodes i
and j are not adjacent. The dynamics of the random walk
follow �tþ1 ¼ �tP ¼ �0P

tþ1.
Our random walks build on the Metropolis-Hastings

algorithm [21], [32]—a standard approach to assign state
transition probabilities to Monte Carlo Markov Chains such
that they converge to any specified probability distributions.

Theorem 1 [3], [32]. Let � be the desired probability distribution.
Let di denote the degree of node i. For each neighbor j of node i, let

Pi;j ¼
1
di

if �ðiÞ
di
� �ðjÞ

dj
;

1
dj
� �ðjÞ�ðiÞ if �ðiÞ

di
> �ðjÞ

dj
;

(

and Pi;i ¼ 1�
P

j2 neighborsðiÞ Pi;j. Then, � is a converged
probability distribution of the random walk with transition
matrix P .

It is easy to show that � is a converged distribution by
verifying that �P ¼ �. We also use a laziness factor in our
random walk configuration to introduce self-loops at each
node, which ensures that � is the unique converged
distribution according to Doeblin [14].

Theorem 2 [14]. If P is irreducible and aperiodic, then �t
converges to a unique stationary distribution � such that
�P ¼ �, independent of the initial distribution �0.

Here, P is irreducible if and only if, for any i; j, there exists
a t such that ðPtÞi;j > 0. P is aperiodic if and only if, for any
i; j, the greatest common divisor of the set ft : ðPtÞi;j > 0g is
1. Intuitively, irreducibility means that any two nodes are
mutually reachable by random walks. Aperiodicity means that
a random walk does not periodically commute between any
two nodes. Aperiodicity can be achieved by introducing self-
loop transitions of some positive probability on each node.
For example, if a random walk with transition probabilities
defined in Fig. 1 left starts from node 0, then it always stays at
node 1 after an odd number of steps and visits node 0 after an
even number of steps. Consequently, such a random walk
oscillates between nodes 0 and 1 and does not have a unique

converged distribution. However, it is easy to bring unique

convergence to this random walk by just introducing a self-

loop with probability 0 < � < 1 to each node, as shown in

Fig. 1 right, after which the new random walk uniquely

converges to � with �ð0Þ ¼ �ð1Þ ¼ 0:5.
Putting them all together, we configure the random walk

transition matrix in the following fashion: For each

neighbor j of node i, we set

Pi;j ¼
� � 1

di
if �ðiÞ

di
� �ðjÞ

dj
;

� � 1
dj
� �ðjÞ�ðiÞ if �ðiÞ

di
> �ðjÞ

dj
;

(

and Pi;i ¼ 1�
P

j2 neighborsðiÞ Pi;j. � is a laziness factor

(between 0 and 1) to guarantee unique convergence. In

our configuration, the random walk movement at each step

only requires the knowledge of network degrees and

desired visitation probabilities of the current node and its

direct neighbors.

4 RANDOM WALK CONVERGENCE TIME

Although our random walks are guaranteed to uniquely

converge to the desired node visitation probability distribu-

tion, the convergence is not immediate after a random walk

is initiated. For instance, after one step of the walk, it is not

possible for the walker to go beyond the direct neighbors of

the starting node. The convergence time indicates when a

newly initiated random walk starts visiting nodes in the

desired probability distribution. It also affects the random

walk recovery from walker losses (examined later in

Section 5). In this section, we study the convergence time

of a random walk node visitation probability distribution.

4.1 Preliminary and Our Approach

We first introduce a metric for measuring the difference

between two probability distributions.

Definition 1. The difference between two arbitrary probability

distributions, x and y, is defined as kx; yk ¼ 1
2

P
i jxi � yij.

The factor 1
2 is to ensure that the maximum difference does not

exceed 1.

Assuming that � is the desired distribution and �t is the

random walk node visitation distribution at step t, the

extent to which the convergence is achieved at step t is

measured by k�t; �k. k�t; �k ¼ 0 obviously represents

complete convergence. The factor 1
2 ensures that k�t; �k

never exceeds 1. Fast convergence means that k�t; �k goes

down quickly as t grows.

Definition 2. For � > 0, the convergence time is defined as

�ð�Þ ¼ minft : 8t0 � t; k�t0 ; �k � �g.

The convergence time measures the time for �t to

converge to �. With these metrics, the convergence time of

a random walk is bounded as follows:

Theorem 3 [13]. Let �min ¼ min�ðiÞ>0 �ðiÞ. Then,

�ð�Þ � ��1
P logðð�min�Þ�1Þ. Here, �P is the eigengap of the

random walk transition probability matrix P .
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Fig. 1. An illustration on how self-loops achieve the unique convergence

of random walks.



It is known that P has jV j eigenvalues �1; �2; . . . ; �jV j
such that 1 ¼ �1 > j�2j � . . . � j�jV jj. The eigengap of P is

defined as �P ¼ 1� j�2j, which provides a bound for the

convergence time. A larger eigengap means a shorter

convergence time. However, for large-scale P2P network

applications, the sizes of transition matrices are so large that

it is very difficult to compute the exact eigenvalues and

eigengaps. Several approaches [13], [39], [40] have been

proposed for establishing bounds for eigengaps of transi-

tion matrices. In this paper, we compute the eigengap

bounds by using the canonical path approach [39].
The main idea of the canonical path approach is given as

follows: When there is a small cut in the random walk

probability transition flowgraph, it takes a long time for the

probability flow to move from one side of the cut to the

other (in order to reach the equilibrium). Thus, the

minimum cut (max-flow) in the probability transition graph

provides a bound for the convergence time.
Let � be the unique converged distribution. P is the

transition matrix of the random walk. G ¼ ðV ;EÞ is the

random walk probability transition graph corresponding to

P . For distinct nodes x and y in the graph G, a canonical

path �xy refers to a path between x and y. �, a family of

canonical paths, includes exactly one path for each pair of

distinct nodes x and y: � ¼ f�xy : x; y 2 V ; x 6¼ yg. Let

QðeÞ ¼ �ðxÞPx;y ¼ �ðyÞPy;x. From the view of probability

flows between nodes, the path �xy carries a probability flow

of �ðxÞ�ðyÞ and QðeÞ represents the capacity of the edge e. A

canonical path family � represents a routing scheme for

every pair of distinct nodes in the network. The congestion of

� is defined as

�ð�Þ ¼ max
e

1

QðeÞ
X
�xy3e

�ðxÞ�ðyÞ ð1Þ

and the congestion of the graph G is defined as

�ðGÞ ¼ min
�

��ð�Þ; where ��ð�Þ ¼ max
e

X
�xy3e

1: ð2Þ

In principle, a canonical path family with low congestion

means that the random walk transition probability graph

does not have stringent bottlenecks for probability flows

and, hence, the random walks can converge quickly. �ð�Þ
measures the maximum per-edge flow-to-capacity ratio of a

specific canonical path family �. ��ð�Þ is the maximum

number of paths that is routed over an edge for the

canonical path family �. It is obvious that the worst routing

scheme may lead to a congestion of n2 for a network with

n nodes—when the flow between every two nodes must go

through the same edge. It is also obvious that the minimum

congestion on a network with n nodes and jEj edges is n2

jEj ,

when every edge is equally congested. �ðGÞ chooses the

canonical path family with the minimum number of per-

edge routing paths. Note that �ðGÞ is an inherent property

of the network topology G and is independent of the

random walk node visitation distribution �.
For random walks configured based on the Metropolis-

Hastings algorithm (Theorem 1), we have (for e ¼ ði; jÞ)

QðeÞ ¼ �ðiÞPi;j ¼
�ðiÞ
di

if �ðiÞ
di
� �ðjÞ

dj
;

�ðjÞ
dj

if �ðiÞ
di
> �ðjÞ

dj
:

(

Hence, we have

max
e

1

QðeÞ �
Dmax

�min
;

where Dmax is the maximum node degree.
The canonical path family with the minimum congestion

on a given random walk transition probability graph
provides a lower bound for the eigengap of the correspond-
ing transition matrix P .

Theorem 4 [39]. Let l represent the network diameter. Let Dmax

be the maximum node degree. Then, we have

�P �
1

l �min� �ð�Þ
� 1

l
� �min

Dmax
� 1

ð
P

i2� ffiffiffiffiffi
�ðGÞ
p �ðiÞÞ2

;

where � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�ðGÞ
p represent the

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�ðGÞ

p
nodes with the largest

node visitation probabilities in the distribution �.

By combining Theorems 3 and 4, we have the following:

Theorem 5. The convergence time is bounded by

�ð�Þ � l �Dmax

�min
�

X
i2� ffiffiffiffiffi

�ðGÞ
p

�ðiÞ

0
@

1
A

2

� logðð�min�Þ�1Þ:

The above result reveals that the random walk conver-

gence time bound depends on network topology properties

such as the graph diameter, the maximum node degree, and

the congestion of the graph. It also relies on the skewness of

�, the targeted node visitation probability distribution—the

more skewed � is, the larger the time bound is (since the

total probability of � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�ðGÞ
p becomes larger). For example, if

� is a uniform distribution, then the convergence time

bound is

�ð�Þ � l �Dmax

�min
�

X
i2� ffiffiffiffiffi

�ðGÞ
p

�ðiÞ

0
@

1
A

2

� logðð�min�Þ�1Þ

¼ l �Dmax

1
n

� �ðGÞ
n2
� logðð�min�Þ�1Þ

¼ l �Dmax �
�ðGÞ
n
� logðð�min�Þ�1Þ:

As another example, if � is a highly skewed distribution (for

example, Zipf’s distribution) with the total probability of

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�ðGÞ
p close to 1, then the convergence time can be

bounded as follows (larger than the previous example):

�ð�Þ � l �Dmax

�min
�

X
i2� ffiffiffiffiffi

�ðGÞ
p

�ðiÞ

0
@

1
A2

� logðð�min�Þ�1Þ

� l �Dmax

�min
� logðð�min�Þ�1Þ:
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4.2 Asymptotic Convergence Time Bounds for
Common Peer-to-Peer Topologies

Using the canonical path approach explained above, here
we derive bounds for the convergence time of two
commonly used convergence-guaranteed random walks in
various P2P topologies. Specifically, we examine four kinds
of network topologies, as listed below:

. Tori. Tori-like structures have been used for self-
organizing Content Addressable Networks (CANs)
[35]. Structures like 2D tori are also common in
geographically constrained networks (where nodes’
transmission ranges are limited by geographical
distances) such as wireless ad hoc networks.

. Chord topologies [43]. These are n-node ring-like
networks with each node also connected to (besides
its direct neighbors on the ring) its 2-hop neighbors,
4-hop neighbors, . . . , n2 -hop neighbors on the ring.

. Random powerlaw graphs. Measurement results on
many existing P2P systems [41] observed powerlaw
node degree distributions. It is known that power-
law node degree distributions may occur when each
network node is connected to some other nodes
chosen randomly with probability biased toward
their degrees [5], [9].

. Random graphs. Random graphs model those network
applications in which each node is connected to some
random nodes chosen uniformly at random [38].

Table 1 shows the network diameters ðlÞ and congestions
(�ðGÞ as defined in (2)) of these network topologies. Based
on Theorem 5 and Table 1, the convergence time of random
walks with two commonly targeted node visitation dis-
tributions (one is uniform, while the other is a Zipf
distribution) can be bounded as shown in Table 2.

In general, tori have the largest diameter and congestion
values and, hence, the slowest convergence. The other three
topologies are known to possess low diameters and low-
congestion properties, which leads to quick convergence. In
addition to the network topology, the desired sampling
distribution also affects the random walk convergence time
in that edges with small transition probabilities (associated
with nodes with small visitation probabilities) may slow
down random walks. The problem may become more
severe when these edges happen to be bottlenecks for
random walk movements as revealed by edge congestion.
Table 2 shows that the convergence time grows as the
targeted distribution becomes more skewed, that is,

P
i2� ffiffiffiffiffi

�ðGÞ
p �ðiÞ

� �2

�min

becomes higher.

4.3 Simulation Results

As a complement to the analytical results, we provide
simulation results to quantitatively assess the convergence
time under common network topologies and node visitation
distributions. For our simulation, we measure the conver-
gence time of a random walk as �ð0:01Þ, the number of walk
steps needed before k�t; �k drops below 0.01.

Fig. 2 presents the random walk convergence time
under different network sizes, topologies, and node
visitation distributions. The results show that the con-
vergence time of different network topologies follows the
order of “2D tori” > “random powerlaw” > “random
regular” > “Chord.” This mostly matches the order of their
network diameters and congestion properties shown in
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TABLE 1
The Diameters and Congestion Properties of Several Common Network Topologies

n is the number of nodes in the network.

TABLE 2
The Convergence Time, �ð�Þ, of Two Random Walks on Common P2P Topologies

We also assume that the random powerlaw graph follows a degree distribution of P ðkÞ / k��, for which the maximum node degree is Oðn1
�Þ with a

high probability for large ns. It is known that � ranges from two to three in many real-world applications [4].



Table 1. However, it is worth noting that Chord networks

unexpectedly outperform random powerlaw and random

regular topologies. This is because the average node degree

of Chord topologies ðlognÞ is higher than that of these

random topologies (a constant). More per-node links

decrease congestion properties and reduce diameters.
Fig. 2 also shows that the convergence time tends to

grow linearly with the network size, which falls within the

analytical convergence time bounds derived in Table 2. In

particular, the quantitatively measured convergence time

grows significantly slower than the analytical bounds on

2D tori and random powerlaw graphs. This is mainly

because current bounding techniques may not be able to

achieve tight convergence time bounds for random walks

on all topologies and node visitation distributions.

4.4 Summary

We summarize our results on random walk convergence

time as follows: First, the convergence time depends on the

network topology and the targeted node visitation prob-

ability distribution. In principle, topologies with higher

connectivity or target visitations with more uniform

distribution allow faster convergence. Second, we derived

analytical bounds for the random walk convergence time on

common P2P network topologies and target visitation

probability distributions. Our quantitative simulation vali-

dates the analytical bounds, although, due to the limitations

of current bounding techniques, the bounds are not tight in

some cases.
Note that the derived convergence time is represented in

the number of walk steps. In practice, the convergence delay

in absolute time may be of more direct interests. Given the

convergence delay in random walk steps, we can achieve the

desired absolute convergence time by adjusting the time

between adjacent walk steps. Therefore, a faster convergence

time can be achieved with faster paced walks (and, conse-

quently, more processing and network overhead).

5 RANDOM WALK FAULT TOLERANCE

Random walks in P2P networks must tolerate network

faults and dynamic network changes. These include node or

link failures, dynamic node arrivals/departures, and net-

work topology changes. Compared to network manage-

ment with sophisticated index states or rigid network

structures (for example, DHTs [35], [37], [43]), random

walks are inherently more fault tolerant since it requires

little state maintenance. For our convergence-guaranteed

random walks, the only required state at each node consists

of the network degree and visitation probability of its direct

neighbors. Consequently, our random walks can tolerate

network faults and changes as long as the required state at

each node (information concerning direct neighbors only)

can be properly updated. However, one problem due to

dynamic network changes warrants attention—a walker

may be lost if the node it currently resides at abruptly

departs from the network (or simply fails). To maintain

continuous random walks, walker losses must be promptly

discovered and new walkers must be initiated.
Note that we assume a fail-stop node failure model in

this study. Under the fail-stop model, a node fails by simply

stopping its function. We do not consider other failure

models such as Byzantine node failures (in which a failed

node may do arbitrary things) or malicious nodes.

5.1 Walker Loss Recovery Methods

We describe two methods to recover from walker losses:

. Callback. Each walker makes periodic callbacks to the
originating node. If a sufficient number of callbacks
are not received in a row, the walker is considered
lost and a new walker will be initiated.

. Expiration. Each random walker is associated with a
certain Time To Live (or lifetime). The walker will
stop propagating (or expire) when the lifetime ends.
The walker’s originating node keeps a timer that
alerts at the end of the walker lifetime. A new walker
will be initiated at such time. If a walker is lost
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Fig. 2. Random walk convergence time on different network sizes, topologies, and node visitation distributions. We use topologies with an average

node degree of 4. In the simulation, the random powerlaw graph is generated by linking each new node to existing nodes chosen randomly with a

probability proportional to their degrees. Such a preferential link creation process is known to generate topologies with powerlaw degree distributions

[5], [9]. We generate random graphs by a simple process of linking each node to some other nodes chosen uniformly at random.



before its lifetime ends, its replacement is not
initiated until that time.

The main weakness of the Callback method lies in the
overhead of callbacks. Note that some random walk-based
applications require callback messages as part of the
application semantics (such as membership subset manage-
ment and load balancing, as described later in Section 6).
For these applications, periodic walker callbacks for loss
detection can be piggybacked in application callback
messages and, consequently, they are almost free.

Unlike Callback, the Expiration method requires no
additional network overhead. However, its recovery of
walker losses may not be prompt—if a walker is lost soon
after it leaves the originating node, a replacement walker
will not be initiated until the full expiration timer. At the
other end, the Expiration method forces walker reinitiation
even if the previous walker has not been lost, thus requiring
additional random walk convergence time to reach the
desired node sampling distribution. An additional problem
with this scheme is that it may be hard for the walker to
track the elapsed time since its initiation. The difficulty
arises in networks where nodes do not have synchronized
clocks and network latencies between nodes are unknown.

5.2 Analysis and Quantitative Results

We analyze the availability of converged random walks
under dynamic network conditions with potential walker
losses. We define a metric of availability as the proportion of
time during which the random walk is existent and has
already converged to the desired node visitation probability
distribution. As defined in Section 4.1, a random walk
converges when its current node visitation probability
distribution differs from the desired distribution by no
more than a given error �. We analyze the availability for
the two walker loss recovery methods—Callback and
Expiration.

The availability under walker losses certainly depends
on how long a walker has been lost since its initiation. We
use fðtÞ to denote the probability density function for a
walker lost after t units of time since its launch. Our
analysis contains three parts. In part one, we derive the
availability result for the two walker loss recovery methods
with no assumption on fðtÞ. In part two, we will refine the
result with the assumption that fðtÞ follows an exponential
distribution (assuming that the failure model is memory-
less). Part three is motivated by the difficulty in choosing
the walker lifetime for the Expiration method. We will
follow up the result in part two to derive the availability-
maximizing walker lifetime for this method. The three parts
are described as follows:

1. We first define some notations. Let the walker
convergence delay be C units of time (assumed to
be a constant). For the Callback method, let the
walker loss detection delay be D units of time
(assumed to be a constant). For the Expiration
method, let the walker lifetime be T units of time.

We call the duration of time between two adjacent
walker initiations a round. The availability of
converged random walks is calculated as the mean

available time during a round divided by the mean

time of a round. For Callback, the availability isR1
C fðtÞ � ðt� CÞ dtR1
0 fðtÞ � ðtþDÞ dt

: ð3Þ

For Expiration, the availability is 0.0 if T � C.

Otherwise, the availability isR T
C fðtÞ � ðt� CÞ dtþ

R1
T fðtÞ � ðT � CÞ dt

T
: ð4Þ

2. In this part, we assume that each node follows a
memoryless failure model with an exponential
distribution for the time to next failure. The
probability density function for this distribution is
e�t=�

� , where � is the average time to next failure (or
MTTF). We also assume that nodes fail indepen-
dently of each other. Then, the walker loss time
follows the same distribution as node failure—that
is, fðtÞ ¼ e�t=�

� .
In this case, for Callback, the availability in (3) is

refined to

e�C=�

1þD=� : ð5Þ

In this case, for Expiration, the availability in (4) is

refined to

e�C=� � e�T=�
� �

T=�
: ð6Þ

3. For the Expiration method, the choice of T (walker
lifetime) may affect the availability of converged
random walks. A too short walk lifetime is undesir-
able because a random walk may not have con-
verged before it expires. A too long walker lifetime is
also undesirable because a lost walker may take a
long time to recover. We want to find an optimal T
that maximizes the availability of converged random
walks. We follow the assumption of part two that
fðtÞ follows an exponential distribution (assuming
that the failure model is memoryless). The optimal T
(called T̂ ) is the point at which the first derivative of
(6) equals zero. This means that

1þ T̂
�
¼ eT̂��C� : ð7Þ

To derive a closed-form solution, we use the

approximation of ex � 1þ xþ x2

2! , the first three

items of the Taylor series of ex. Given the approx-

imation, we can simplify (7) and provide a closed-

form solution:

T̂

�
� C
�
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 � C

�

r
: ð8Þ

Under the assumption of an independent memoryless

node failure model, Fig. 3 quantitatively shows the
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availability of two walker loss recovery methods with a
varying range of C=�. The availability of the Callback
method is also affected by the walker loss detection delay
(represented by D). We show three availability curves with
D=� ¼ 0:0, D=� ¼ 0:01, and D=� ¼ 0:1, respectively. In
practice, the walker loss detection delay is mostly affected
by the frequency of callback messages. If we assume that
the callback messages are immediate and perfectly reliable,
a walker loss is detected after a single callback message
fails to arrive. In this case, the walker loss detection delay D
is bounded by the interval length between two consecutive
callback messages. For the Expiration method, we show its
availability under the optimal walker lifetime setup
derived in (8).

Results in Fig. 3 indicate that, when C=� ¼ 0:0001, the
availability of converged random walks under the Callback
method is 0.9999, 0.9900, and 0.9090 for D=� ¼ 0:0,
D=� ¼ 0:01, and D=� ¼ 0:1, respectively, whereas the
availability for the Expiration method is 0.9859. When
C=� ¼ 0:01, the availability under the two methods is
0.9000-0.9900 and 0.8623, respectively. When C ¼ �, the
availability under the two methods is 0.3344-0.3679 and
0.1153, respectively. Overall, Callback achieves better
availability than Expiration does (except for a very small
C and a large D), but it incurs more overhead due to
callback messages.

5.3 Summary

Random walks are inherently robust since it requires little
state maintenance. However, node failures in a dynamic
network may lead to walker losses. We consider two
methods to recover from walker losses—Callback and
Expiration. Callback detects walker losses more quickly at
the cost of additional callback messages. Under a given
random walk convergence speed and node failure model,
we analyze the availability of converged random walks
under these two methods. Particularly for the Expiration
method, we derive an optimal walker lifetime to maximize

its fault tolerance. Our quantitative results show that the
availability is high (� 99 percent for Callback and
� 86 percent for Expiration) when the node failure MTTF
is at least two orders of magnitude larger than the random
walk convergence time. When the node failure MTTF is
only one order of magnitude larger than the random walk
convergence time, Callback can still achieve over 90 percent
availability.

6 APPLICATION STUDIES

In this section, we show how convergence-guaranteed
random walks can assist realistic applications in unstruc-
tured P2P networks. Specifically, our random walks
provide a distributed node sampling service with high
scalability, robustness, and guaranteed node visitation
distribution. Section 6.1 describes random membership
subset management, which desires a uniform random walk
node visitation probability to acquire representative subsets
of the whole network members. Section 6.2 presents the
results for a random walk-based object search. Based on a
known result [11], this application desires random walks
with a biased node visitation probability distribution—each
node is probed with a probability proportional to the square
root of its content popularity. Section 6.3 presents the
results for random walk-based load balancing. We show
that our scheme (based on linearly load-biased node
sampling) achieves better load balancing than conventional
alternatives. We provide simulation results to quantitatively
measure the performance gain of convergence-guaranteed
random walks over alternative topology-independent in-
dex-free approaches.

6.1 Application 1: Random Membership Subset
Management

A membership service provides the list of members in a
dynamic network and it is an important building block for
distributed applications. When the overhead of maintaining
the full list of members is too high, a random membership
subset is a viable alternative that can satisfy the member-
ship service needs of many applications [25]. For random
membership subset management, each node maintains a
small dynamically changing random membership subset
with uniform representation over network members.

Many existing random membership management algo-
rithms such as lpbcast [15], SCAMP [16], Saxons [38], and
that of Jelasity et al. [22] provide analytical and experi-
mental results on the membership information propagation
speed. However, no theoretical guarantee is given for the
uniformity of their membership subsets. Kosti�c et al.
proposed a random membership subset service for tree-
shaped network topologies [25]. However, this algorithm
cannot be applied to more general mesh-like network
structures. King and Saia proposed a distributed algorithm
that, with high probability, always chooses a node uni-
formly at random from the set of nodes in DHTs [24].
However, their algorithm only works for ring topologies.

We propose the first random membership subset
management algorithm with topology independence and
proven uniformity. Our algorithm maintains random
membership subsets using random walk samplers that
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Fig. 3. The availability of two walker loss recovery methods when a
walker may be lost due to node failures. Note that the X-axis is in the
logarithmic scale. We assume that nodes fail independently of each
other and we also assume that each network node follows a memoryless
failure model with an exponential distribution for the time to next failure.
� represents the MTTF of node failures. C represents the convergence
time for a newly initiated random walk. For the Callback method, we
show three availability curves with D=� ¼ 0:0, D=� ¼ 0:01, and
D=� ¼ 0:1, respectively (where D represents the walker loss detection
delay). A curve with a smaller D is higher in the figure.



converge to a uniform distribution on arbitrary connected
topologies. According to our approach described in Sec-
tion 3, we can guarantee unique convergence to a uniform
distribution by configuring the random walk in the
following way: If the random walk is at node x at time
step t, then, for each neighbor y of x, it moves to y with
probability Px;y, where

Px;y ¼
1
2 � 1

dx
if dx � dy;

1
2 � 1

dy
if dx < dy;

(

and Px;x ¼ 1�
P

z2 neighborðxÞ Px;z. Here, dx and dy denote the
number of neighbors of node x and y, respectively.

A full service may function in the following way: For a
node (called i) requiring a random membership subset with
size ki, it initiates ki random walks Ri;1; Ri;2; . . . ; Ri;ki , each
of which converges to a uniform node visitation probability
distribution. When visited by a random walk Ri;l, node j

sends its membership information (for example, IP address)
to i. Upon receiving j’s membership information, i updates
the lth element of its local membership set with j if j is not
yet in set.

Simulation results. We run simulations to validate the
convergence of our random membership management
algorithm on two common P2P topologies: random graphs
and random powerlaw graphs. Random graphs represent
those P2P topologies where new links are made independent
of existing node degrees. We generate random graphs by
connecting each new node to some nodes selected uniformly
at random from existing nodes. Random powerlaw graphs
represent those networks where new links are more likely
attached to nodes with large degrees. In our simulation, the
random powerlaw graphs are generated by using the PLRG
algorithm [20]. We use the random powerlaw graphs with
exponent 	 ¼ 0:8, following Lv et al.’s simulation setup [28].

We compare our degree-guided random walks against
unguided random walks—at each step, the walker chooses
from current outgoing links with equal probabilities. Figs. 4
and 5 show the convergence results on random graphs and
random powerlaw graphs, respectively. For both topolo-
gies, our degree-guided random walks quickly converge to
the desired uniform node sampling distribution, for

example, k�; �tk drops below 0.01 within 40 walk steps. In

comparison, unguided random walks do not converge to

the uniform node sampling. This is because unguided

random walks are more likely to visit nodes with higher

degrees, whhile most network topologies (including the two

topologies used for experiments) have skewed node degree

distributions.

6.2 Application 2: Index-Free Object Search

Many P2P search techniques utilize preconstructed query

routing indexes about data locations to speed up the search

process. The indexes range from simple routing hints [36],

[44], [46] in unstructured P2P networks to exact object

locations used in DHTs [35], [37], [43], which may be too

expensive to maintain. In comparison, index-free search

methods like query flooding and random walks are easier to

deploy and maintain. Without any guidance, however, these

approaches often suffer from long search latency caused by

having to probe a large number of network nodes.
Cohen and Shenker showed that index-free searches

guided by the square-root principle can achieve low search

latency [11]. Under this principle, each object is probed with

a probability proportional to the square root of its query

popularity. The square-root principle can be realized

through data replication or topology adjustment. Specifi-

cally, data replication adjusts peer content popularities [11],

[28], while topology adjustment changes peer visitation

probabilities [12] under unguided random walks or flood-

ing. However, these techniques may not be feasible in P2P

applications with large dynamic data sets where the

maintenance of up-to-date topologies or data replication

copies often incurs considerable overhead.
We seek to support efficient index-free search using

popularity-biased random walks rather than biased replica-

tion or topology adjustments. Our goal is to achieve a search

time comparable to those of alternative search methods but

at no cost of data movement or topology changes. Based on

the framework in Section 3, each query issues a random

walker configured as follows: Let di denote the number of

network neighbors of peer i. Let pi denote the content

popularity of peer i. If a random walker is at peer i at a
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Fig. 4. The convergence of a random walk node visitation probability

distribution on random graphs (20,000 nodes).

Fig. 5. The convergence of a random walk node visitation probability

distribution on random powerlaw graphs (20,000 nodes).



certain time step, then, for each neighbor j of i, it moves to j
with probability Pi;j after the next step, where

Pi;j ¼
1
2 � 1

di
if

ffiffiffi
pi
p

di
�

ffiffiffi
pj
p

dj
;

1
2 � 1

dj
�
ffiffiffi
pj
pffiffiffi
pi
p if

ffiffiffi
pi
p

di
>

ffiffiffi
pj
p

dj
;

8<
: ð9Þ

and the probability that the random walker does not move

at the step Pi;i ¼ 1�
P

k2 neighborðiÞ Pi;k. The peer content
popularity pi can be estimated as the number of queries
satisfied at peer i divided by the total number of queries
received by i [12]. Hence, Pi;j is locally computable.

It is easy to see that the above random walk converges to �
with �ðiÞ / ffiffiffiffi

pi
p

. After convergence, our random walks
achieve the minimum expected search time for the known
popularity distribution p [11]. Note that the convergence time
is typically short compared with the expected object search
time (after convergence) on common P2P topologies (for
example, random graphs and random powerlaw graphs),
which are known to support fast random walk convergence
due to their high expansions and low diameters.

To speed up the search, multiple independent random
walkers can be used, with the expectation that k indepen-
dent random walkers after T steps tend to cover a nearly
equal number of nodes as one random walker after
k � T steps [28]. Hence, the search time can be reduced by
roughly k times with no extra communication overhead.

Simulation results. We compare the performance of our
popularity-biased random walks with two existing ap-
proaches to achieve the square-root principle. Below are the
specific approaches we consider in our simulation study:

. Square-root replication. Each object is replicated
randomly over the network, with the number of
replication copies proportional to the square root of
its popularity. One unguided random walker is used
for searching the network and we set the average
number of replication copies as the number of
random walkers used in the three approaches. This
is intended to make a fair comparison since the
expected search time for square-root replication is
inversely proportional to the average number of

replication copies. For example, making replication
copies at every node obviously leads to a 1-step
search time.

. Square-root topology. Unguided random walkers are
used to search the network in this scheme. The degree
of each node is proportional to the square root of its
content popularity. To transform the original topol-
ogy into this square-root topology, we compute the
node degree sequence and use the PLRG algorithm
[20] to generate the new randomized topology with
the desired node degree sequence.

. Square-root biased walks. Each query issues a number
of random walkers that travel according to (9).
Similarly to unguided random walks, the random
walkers coordinate with each other and terminate if
others have found the target.

. Unguided random walks. Each query issues a number
of random walkers that, at each step, travel along
each outgoing link of the current node with equal
probabilities. The random walkers coordinate with
each other by periodically calling back the source to
know whether other walkers have found the target.
If so, the remaining walkers terminate themselves.

We simulate a system that contains 1,000,000 objects. The
number of queries is 100,000. In our simulation, query

popularities follow Zipf-like distributions (the frequency of

the ith most popular query is proportional to 1
i	

). Specifi-

cally, we choose the exponent 	 ¼ 0:6 and 	 ¼ 1:2 based on

Sripanidkulchai’s measurement results on Gnutella traces

[41]. We use random graphs and random powerlaw graphs
as network topologies in our simulation. Their generation

methods are the same as those described in Section 6.1.
Figs. 6 and 7 present the search time and communication

overhead on different network topologies (random graphs

and random powerlaw graphs), query popularity distribu-

tions, and numbers of random walkers ðkÞ. We observe that

unguided random walks have much lower performance than
the other three approaches guided by the square-root

principle. Furthermore, the three methods have similar

performance with small variations (an average difference of

14 percent for random graphs and 19 percent for random
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Fig. 6. The search time and communication overhead on random graphs (20,000 nodes). The search concurrency degree represents the number of

random walkers (or the average number of replication copies for square-root replication).



powerlaw graphs). Compared to the other two approaches, it
is important to note that the random walk approach has the
advantage of requiring no data movements or link changes.

Figs. 6 and 7 also show the impact of query popularity
distributions on the performance of the three search
methods guided by the square-root principle. We find that
the search performance for high-skewness popularity
distributions ð	 ¼ 1:2Þ is higher than that for low-skewness
distributions ð	 ¼ 0:6Þ. This is because highly skewed query
popularity distributions contain more heterogeneity to be
exploited.

Our simulation supports the following results: 1) At no
cost of topology maintenance and/or movement, our
popularity-biased random walks achieve search perfor-
mance comparable with those of other approaches guided
by the square-root principle. 2) Using multiple random
walkers can significantly reduce the search time, with a
slight increase in the communication overhead. Such
increase is due to the convergence overhead associated
with more random walkers—each walker incurs certain
overhead during its convergence process and more walkers
require more overhead.

6.3 Application 3: Load Balancing

In P2P networks, load imbalance may be caused by factors
such as the uneven distribution of data objects among
nodes, heterogeneity in node capacities and data object
sizes, and network structure changes. Many existing P2P
load balancing algorithms (for example, virtual servers [23],
[43] and dynamic zone balancing [2], [30], [34], [35], [45])
require an underlying DHT infrastructure. Hence, they are
not applicable to load balancing in unstructured P2P
networks, where the overlay topology can be formed
arbitrarily and query mechanisms such as DHT may not
be available.

Without the assistance of a structured network or DHT,
Karger and Ruhl [23] suggest using uniform node sampling
to support pairwise load sharing. In each round, they let
each node periodically balance its load with another node
sampled with uniform probability over all network nodes.
They show that their approach can reduce the maximum
per-node load to a constant times the average per-node load

within OðlognÞ load balancing rounds (n is the network

size). Furthermore, their result is asymptotically optimal

because each load balancing operation between two nodes

can at most reduce the per-node load by half and the

maximum per-node load could be n times higher than the

average.
Intuitively, sampling with probabilities biased toward

highly loaded nodes is more likely to bring them into load

balancing operations than uniform sampling. We propose a

new load balancing algorithm that uses load-biased random

walks to sample nodes and subsequently move their load to

lightly loaded nodes. Although at the same asymptotic level

(which is optimal), our approach leads to a four times

smaller load balancing time upper bound than that of

uniform node sampling in Karger and Ruhl’s approach [23].

For the detailed analysis, please refer to [47].
The basic framework for pairwise load sharing is given

as follows:

In each round, every node i samples a node j 6¼ i. They
perform a load movement to balance their loads if the load
of one node is at least � times larger than that of the other.

Here, the threshold � avoids the load movement between

two nodes with similar loads. We choose � ¼ 2 in our study.
The key variant of pairwise load sharing is how the

random node j is sampled. We sample nodes with

probabilities proportional to their loads and perform load

balancing operations accordingly. Such a linearly load-

biased sampling has a unique property that the probability

of choosing a node with load k � L (assuming L is the

average per-node load) is always k
n , regardless of the

network-wide load distribution. Consequently, this sam-

pling scheme leads to faster load balancing than uniform

sampling because it tends to discover overloaded nodes

more often. More importantly, this sampling distribution is

superior to other biased distributions (for example, quad-

ratically load-biased) in that it always favors nodes with

above-average loads independent of the global load dis-

tribution. We implement linearly load-biased node sam-

pling based on the framework in Section 3, with the random

walk configured as follows:
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Fig. 7. The search time and communication overhead on random powerlaw graphs (20,000 nodes). The search concurrency degree represents the

number of random walkers (or the average number of replication copies for square-root replication).



Let dðiÞ denote the number of neighbors of node i. If the

random walk is at node i, then, for each neighbor j of i, it

moves to j with probability Pi;j after the next step, where

Pi;j ¼
1
2 � 1

dðiÞ if LoadðiÞ
dðiÞ �

LoadðjÞ
dðjÞ ;

1
2 � 1

dðjÞ �
LoadðjÞ
LoadðiÞ if LoadðiÞ

dðiÞ > LoadðjÞ
dðjÞ ;

(

and Pi;i ¼ 1�
P

j2 neighborðiÞ Pi;j.
Each node issues a random walker that persistently runs

over the network as a node sampler. At each round, the

random walker reports its currently visited node as a node

sample to its source node, which then performs a load

balancing operation to balance the load between itself and

the sampled node, that is, an operation moves A�B
2 load

from a node with load A to a node with load B ðA > BÞ.
Here, the time period for each sampling round needs to be

long enough to avoid too frequent load sharing operations

since load movement typically incurs substantial network

bandwidth consumption. In addition, the random walkers

from different nodes are independent and no synchroniza-

tion is needed between them.
Simulation results. We run simulations to compare the

load balancing performance of our linearly load-biased

balancing (based on random walks) against that of uniform

balancing proposed by Karger and Ruhl [23]. We consider
random graph and random powerlaw graph network
topologies in our study. Their generation methods are the
same as those described in Section 6.1. The comparison is
done in terms of two metrics:

. the maximum load imbalance factor, which is defined
as the maximum per-node load divided by the
average per-node load, and

. the number of hotspots, which is defined as the
number of nodes with a load at least four times the
average per-node load.

We assume that the initial load at a node (before load
balancing algorithms are employed) is chosen with a
powerlaw distribution with exponent �3, mean value 2,
and minimum value 1. The heavy-tail feature of powerlaw
distributions means that there may exist some highly
loaded nodes in the network. Let T be the length of a load
balancing round (or the time interval between two con-
secutive load balancing operations initiated from one node).
Each node starts running sampling and load balancing
algorithms at a time point chosen uniformly at random
from the range ½0; T � in our simulation.

Figs. 8 and 9 compare the load imbalance reduction
speeds of the two load balancing approaches. The results
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Fig. 8. The maximum load imbalance factor and the number of hotspots on random graphs (20,000 nodes).

Fig. 9. The maximum load imbalance factor and the number of hotspots on random powerlaw graphs (20,000 nodes).



show that our load-biased random walks reduce load
imbalance significantly faster than uniform sampling-based
balancing. For example, our load-biased random walks
eliminate all hotspots within three load balancing rounds,
while uniform balancing takes seven rounds. The perfor-
mance difference is mainly due to the different speeds at
which the three schemes discover and offload hotspots.

7 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND INTERNET

EXPERIMENT

We have made a prototype implementation of convergence-
guaranteed random walks over Internet overlay networks.
The implementation is encapsulated in an event-driven
random walk daemon at each node of the network. The
daemon receives propagated random walkers and passes
them to the next hop (or keeps them unmoved) at each step
according to the appropriate transitional probabilities
determined in Section 3. A walker pauses for a certain time
period after each step. We call this period the per-step
interval length and it is employed to control the walker
propagation speed and associated network overhead. The
only nonlocal state that our random walk maintains at each
node is the network degrees of its neighbors. Such state can
be robustly maintained through soft state-based commu-
nications between network neighbors. More specifically,
neighboring nodes periodically update each other with up-
to-date network degrees. Dynamic state changes or message
losses can be simply recovered by later updates.

We consider the network overhead of walker move-
ments. Fig. 10 illustrates the random walker data structure
in our implementation and it is 28 bytes large. Counting the
additional 28-byte UDP/IP headers, a random walker with
a 10-second per-step interval length will incur a small
45 bps walker movement overhead.

We conduct a simple experiment to demonstrate that our
prototype implementation functions as expected. Our
experiment uses 66 Planetlab [33] nodes over the Internet.
The nodes form a random-topology network with an
average node degree of 4 and a maximum node degree of
12. Our experiment attempts to achieve a uniform node
visitation probability distribution. Fig. 11 illustrates the
node visitation probability distributions of our conver-
gence-guaranteed random walk. For each test, we let an
arbitrarily chosen source send out 660 (10 times the node
count) random walkers and we then track their movements
at each step. We show the node visitation probability

distributions at different stages of walker movements

(steps 0-19, steps 20-39, and steps 40-59). The results

suggest that our convergence-guaranteed random walks

can quickly achieve approximately uniform node visitation

probabilities (after only 20 walk steps).

8 CONCLUSION

As far as we know, this is the first work on the effectiveness

of and challenges in using convergence-guaranteed random

walks to provide P2P systems with an application-specific

probabilistic node sampling service. In particular, we focus

on two important issues that concern the usage of random

walks in practical P2P systems: the convergence time and

fault tolerance of convergence-guaranteed random walks.

We present both analytical and simulation results on the

random walk convergence time for different network sizes,

common P2P network topologies, and various targeted

node visitation probability distributions. We also derive

results on random walk availability under dynamic net-

work conditions with possible walker losses.
We evaluate the benefits of convergence-guaranteed

random walks configured according to our analytical

results via three P2P applications: random membership

management, index-free search, and load balancing. We

also implement a prototype of convergence-guaranteed

random walks to assess its overhead and convergence via a

Planetlab-based Internet experiment. Our results make the

case that the usage of convergence-guaranteed random

walks can achieve stronger analytical properties or higher

system performance compared with previous topology-

independent index-free approaches. Furthermore, our

results and experiences (for example, choosing proper node

sampling distributions, random walker configuration,

bounding the convergence time, and the prototype im-

plementation) in these case studies can serve as guidance

for the usage of convergence-guaranteed random walks in

other P2P applications.
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